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The background of this research is based on the implementation of tolerant 

character education which has not taught optimal to children on early age. The 

research purpose is to know and describe, 1) Planning the implementation of 

tolerant character education to children on early age in group B2 Kindergarten 

Islam Terpadu Al-Karima Kubu Raya Regency, 2) Conducting the 

implementation of tolerant character education to children on early age in group 

B2 Kindergarten Islam Terpadu Al-Karima Kubu Raya Regency, 3) The 

supporting factor of the implementation of tolerant character education to children 

on early age in group B2 Kindergarten Islam Terpadu Al-Karima Kubu Raya 

Regency, 4) The obstacle factor of the implementation of tolerant character 

education to children on early age in group B2 Kindergarten Islam Terpadu Al-

Karima Kubu Raya Regency, 5) The evaluation of the implementation of tolerant 

character education to children on early age in group B2 Kindergarten Islam 

Terpadu Al-Karima Kubu Raya Regency. The methodology which is used in this 

research is qualitative descriptive metod. The setting of this research is held at 

Kindergarten Islam Terpadu Al-Karima. The technique of data collecting is using 

observation and documentation technique. Moreover, the tool which is used in 

this research is teacher observation guideline, student observation guideline, and 

documentation. The technique of checking data validity which is used is the 

increasin of diligently, data triangulation and member check. From the result of 

this researh, it can be concluded that 1) planning the implementation of tolerant 

character education has been mentioned in RKH. 2) from conducting the 

implementation of tolerant character 90,5% children imply the tolerant character 

but 9,4% children do not imply it yet. 3) the supporting factor of the 

implementation of tolerant character education is that the school provide facility 

and learning about al-hadist. 4) the obstacle factor of the implementation of 

tolerance character education is that children do not understand order word or 

command word yet. 5) the evaluation of the implementation of tolerant character 

is that teacher observer the children personality using note or final evaluation 

book.        
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